Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The properties of strong interaction matter (QCD matter) have attracted great attention in the past years, and plenty of theoretical and experimental results were obtained (see, for example, Refs. \[[@CR1]--[@CR42]\]). The complicated phase structure of the matter provides rich information on the property of the strong interaction at finite temperature and/or density, and it may shed light on the fundamental understanding for some basic problems, e.g., the origin of most mass of visible matter and the evolution of the early universe matter. The chiral phase transition which is expected to occur in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions \[[@CR1]--[@CR4], [@CR35]\] and/or in the interior of the highly compact stars \[[@CR43]--[@CR45]\] is one of the significant issues for the research of QCD matter. An important method to extract the information of the chiral phase transition is analyzing the variation of the hadrons' properties in the medium at finite temperature and/or density (chemical potential), even in a finite magnetic field, compared with those at zero temperature, zero chemical potential, and zero magnetic field strength \[[@CR37], [@CR46]--[@CR59]\]. Among the hadrons, mesons are more important than baryons at present, because the former are more sensitive to the change of the surroundings and related to the chiral phase transition more directly \[[@CR58], [@CR60]\]. It is known that, when the early universe experienced the cosmological electro-weak phase transition, the strength of the magnetic field may reach up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$eB \approx 15 m_{\pi }^{2}$$\end{document}$ for LHC \[[@CR62]\]. Even though it is weaker than that at the early stage of the universe, the magnetic field produced in RHIC and/or LHC has been strong enough to influence the strong interaction matter significantly \[[@CR36]\]. The effects of the magnetic field on the masses of hadrons and weak decay constant of the neutral pion have then been investigated \[[@CR59], [@CR63]--[@CR67]\]. Since they are significant to check the validity of the Vafa--Witten theorem for the QCD vacuum, the variation behaviors of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ meson masses with respect to the magnetic field strength have also been studied \[[@CR63]--[@CR67]\]. However, the temperature and magnetic field strength dependence of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ meson condensate in a very strong magnetic field at high temperature are still under debate (see, e.g., Refs. \[[@CR63]--[@CR65]\] and Refs. \[[@CR66], [@CR67]\]). In this paper, we consider further the 2 flavor QCD matter and the properties of mesons, including not only the pseudoscalar neutral pion and scalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ mesons, and we show the impossibility of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ meson condensate by analyzing the variation behavior of the masses and the width of the mass pole.

In a general point of view, researches on the magnetic field effect have been carried out much more widely and much progress has been made, e.g., there may exist a chiral magnetic effect, which demonstrates that imbalanced chirality in a magnetic field can induce a current along the magnetic field and this results in a separation of electric charges \[[@CR36], [@CR41], [@CR68]--[@CR76]\]. Through the research simultaneously some open questions have arisen. One of them is whether there exists magnetic catalysis, which says that the quark condensate would be enhanced with increasing the magnetic field \[[@CR77]--[@CR81]\]. A direct consequence of magnetic catalysis is that the critical temperature of the chiral phase transition increases monotonically with the increasing of the magnetic field \[[@CR28], [@CR29], [@CR79]--[@CR84]\]. However, the latter lattice QCD calculations show an opposite behavior, called inverse magnetic catalysis, which presents a decreasing or non-monotonous behavior of the critical temperature with increasing magnetic field \[[@CR30]--[@CR32], [@CR85]\]. Lots of works have been accomplished in order to determine whether the magnetic catalysis or the inverse catalysis is correct (see, for instance, Refs. \[[@CR30]--[@CR32], [@CR86]--[@CR101]\]), but it is still a puzzle (for a review, see Ref. \[[@CR102]\]). Since mesons carry lots of information on the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) and restoration (in particular, pions), and the proposed enhancement of the meson or quark--antiquark pair condensate induced by the strong magnetic field \[[@CR83], [@CR84], [@CR86]\] may be a signature of the magnetic catalysis, it is then expected that studies of meson properties in a strong magnetic field in this paper would shed light on this open question.
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                \begin{document}$$\rho ^\pm $$\end{document}$) as point particles in an external magnetic field *B*, which is along the *z* direction, the energy level of the particle with mass *m* and spin *s* can be expressed as \[[@CR37]\]$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho ^\pm $$\end{document}$. However, mesons are not point particles. We cannot ignore the contribution of the internal quark structure of the particle to its mass, so in this paper we will calculate the mesons' masses from the internal quark--antiquark contribution and at the same time make a correction on the point particle approximation.

It has been known that the Nambu--Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model is a QCD-inspired model \[[@CR103]--[@CR106]\], which demonstrates the effects of chiral symmetry and its breaking well and, in turn, can describe the meson properties at finite temperature successfully. Meanwhile, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we briefly reiterate the scheme of describing the mesons in view of their internal quark--antiquark structure in the 2 flavor NJL model with the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Meson properties in the NJL model without magnetic field {#Sec2}
========================================================
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After some tedious calculations, one obtains the "polarization functions" as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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So far, we have only given formulas for the case of zero temperature. To take into account the effect of the finite temperature, we adopt in this paper the Matsubara formalism. In this formalism, the energy part is replaced by the Matsubara frequencies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In an external magnetic field {#Sec3}
=============================

With an external magnetic field, the NJL Lagrangian is given as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Together with Eq. ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) we can get the corresponding meson mass.

The magnetic field strength dependence of the quark condensate at finite temperature can still be determined by Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) with the corresponding quark mass *M*. The pion decay constant can be given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical results and discussions {#Sec4}
=================================

The feature of four fermion contact interactions of the NJL model makes the model nonrenormalizable, and an effective three-momentum cutoff $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the case of a strong magnetic field, the sharp three-momentum cutoff $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} we plot the calculated variation behavior of the constituent quark mass as a function of temperature with several values of the magnetic field strength. One can see that the constituent quark mass decreases quickly around a certain temperature for all the values of the magnetic field strength. We also plot the generalized chiral susceptibility $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We show the critical temperature, or the pseudo-critical temperature more exactly, as a function of *eB* in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and list some of the values in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. One can find from the figure and the table that the critical temperature increases with *eB*, in particular for a large magnetic field. This result implies a confirmation of the magnetic catalysis in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table 1Calculated pseudo-critical temperature $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 4Calculated absolute value of the quark condensate as a function of the temperature at the same values of *eB* as those in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}
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The same as for pions, we can get the masses of the neutral and the charged vector mesons $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An alternative view {#Sec5}
===================

Considering the structure of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary and remarks {#Sec6}
===================

In this paper, we have calculated some properties of the scalar meson $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To calculate the masses of the mesons sophisticatedly in the NJL model, we extend the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have also calculated the temperature and the magnetic field strength dependence of the neutral pion decay constant and checked the GOR relation in the case of finite temperature and finite magnetic field. Our calculation results of the decay constant agree very well with the previous one. Meanwhile, we find that the temperature influences the GOR relation more than the magnetic field and the fluctuation of the ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To calculate and analyze the properties of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ mesons in the case of vanishing and nonzero magnetic field strength in the pion--pion scattering scenario, we take the formalism of the Roy equation by extending, for the first time, the calculation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$ scattering lengths to finite magnetic field. The masses and their widths at zero temperature and zero magnetic field strength we obtained excellently agree with the experimental data. Our calculated results of the temperature and magnetic field strength dependence of the scattering lengths ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ meson will get disassociated at high temperature and strong magnetic field, and the disassociation temperature of each kind of the mesons is almost the same as the corresponding melting temperature obtained by analyzing the internal quark structure. Meanwhile increasing the magnetic field strength retards the disassociation. These features confirm that there does not exist a (charged) vector meson condensate in the QCD vacuum at finite magnetic field. The scalar meson $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ will not disassociate, which agrees with what a lattice QCD calculation on heavy flavor mesons makes manifest.

All the obtained variation behaviors of the mesons' properties with respect to the temperature and the magnetic field strength provide further evidence that the external magnetic field enlarges the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking area, i.e., there exists a magnetic catalysis. However, it does not mean that we have reached the end, since we have not taken into account explicitly the magnetic inhibition \[[@CR87]\], the sphaleron \[[@CR90]\], and other effects. Furthermore the NJL model is only a contact interaction approximation of the strong interaction, which neglects the contributions of the complicated quark--gluon interaction vertex and the dressed gluon propagator. Extending the result obtained in the linear sigma model \[[@CR134]\], one may infer that such a neglect should be the origin of the magnetic catalysis in the models. In addition, we have not taken into account the temperature and magnetic field strength dependence of the cutoff in the calculations, either. Investigations on the meson properties with more sophisticated approaches (e.g., the Dyson--Schwinger equation approach, incorporating explicitly the magnetic field dependence of the quark--gluon interaction vertex and the gluon propagator, and so on) are necessary. On the other hand, the practical situation may, in fact, be more complicated, for instance, the effect of the magnetic field on the phase transition may depend on the field strength non-monotonically.
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